
Panel Lighting Reimagined

CPANL™ 
LED Switchable Lumen Flat Panel

Lithonia Lighting® delivers the ultimate in mounting flexibility with  

the CPANL LED Flat Panel. Its integrated driver design and rigid,  

deep-drawn housing allows this low-profile panel to be used in places 

where a traditional panel, with driver on top, is incompatible.  

The Switchable Lumen feature adds to the panel’s versatility —  

virtually providing three panel solutions in one. CPANL is suitable  

for both new construction and renovation for applications such as 

schools, commercial office, retail and healthcare applications.  

Features and Benefits:

 � Expanded lumen range supports a wide variety of tasks and mounting heights.  

 � Switchable Lumen feature provides flexibility, allowing the installer to adjust 

lumens conveniently on the jobsite

 � Ultra-thin and deep-drawn housing design enables multiple mounting options 

including direct surface mount and suspension mount without fixture distortion

 � Integrated driver capable of 10% dimming and 120-277VAC operation 

 � High-performance, name brand LEDs provide more than 60,000 hours  

of reliable illumination 

 � Available in 1x4, 2x4 and 2x2 configurations to suit the needs  

of your application 
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Robust Construction and Mounting Versatility

CPANL is precision-engineered with an integrated driver for  
unrestricted mounting opportunities beyond the traditional 
recessed option. The deep-drawn backplate offers superior  
rigidity, making it perfect for suspended applications without  
the drawbacks of bowing or warping. The panel can also be  
mounted directly to a surface — without an obtrusive  
mounting box — for a modern, streamlined look.

 

Added Jobsite-Friendly Benefits

 

   CI Code   Description   Lumen Range   Wattage   UPC       Contractor Select™

*250EKS CPANL 1X4 24/33/44LM 40K M4 2400/3300/4400 20/28/39 00191848338483

*250EGS CPANL 1X4  24/33/44LM 35K M4 2400/3300/4400 20/28/39 00191848338469

*250E4S CPANL 2X2 24/33/44LM 35K M4 2400/3300/4400 20/28/39 00191848338278

*250E5S CPANL 2X2 24/33/44LM 40K M4 2400/3300/4400 20/28/39 00191848338322

*250CSL CPANL 2X4 40/50/60LM 35K M2 4000/5000/6000 32/42/52 00191848338001

*250CXS CPANL 2X4 40/50/60LM 40K M2 4000/5000/6000 32/42/52 00191848338230

Rigid, deep-drawn backplate

Integrated Driver

 � Switchable Lumen feature: Easily adjust lumens by using the three-position  

switch located on the back of the CPANL to create the right amount of illumination  

in a space. This is beneficial for both the contractor and the distributor by reducing 

the number of SKUs needed. 

 � The ultra-thin, integrated driver design of the CPANL allows up to 50 percent  

more panels to fit on a truck or lift versus external driver alternatives, saving  

you time and money. 

 � Direct surface mounting using the optional H-bracket leaves both hands  

available for wiring, making a single-person installation simple to achieve. 

 � As part of the Contractor Select™ program, the most popular CPANL  

configurations are readily-available and backed by the trusted performance  

of the Lithonia Lighting® brand.  

See CPANL specification sheet for full list of compatible accessories.

CPANL™ LED Flat Panel 
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